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Overview – Computational Geometry

• Computational geometry is the study of algorithms for solving geometric
problems on a computer.

• In this lecture series we are mainly concerned with discrete and combinatorial
geometry where polygons play a much larger role than do curved boundaries.

• Much of the work of continuous curves and surface falls under the umbrella
of geometric/solid modeling.

• Computational geometry is a field by itself; however we will be focusing on
three main topics.

• We will begin with the core concern of computational geometry which is
polygon partitioning, then move to the issue of convex hull computation
and finalizing with triangulation of a given set of points.

• In this lecture, we will discuss polygon partitioning/triangulation.



Art Gallery Theorems



Art Gallery Problem



• Imagine an art gallery room,the question now is:

– How many stationary guards are needed to guard the room?

• Each guard is considered to be a fixed point that can see in every direction, that is, has a
2π range of visibility.

• An equivalent formulation is to ask how many point lights are needed to fully illuminate
the room.

• This problem can also reformulated as how many video cameras required to guard this
gallery?

• These cameras are usually hung from the ceiling and they rotate about a vertical axis.
The images taken from these cameras are sent to TV screens in the office of the night
watch.

• Since it is easier to keep an eye on few TV screens, the number of cameras should be as
small as possible. This small number will lessen the cost of the security system needed to
watch-out this place. However on the other hand we cannot have too few cameras,
because every part of the gallery should be visible to at least one of the cameras.

• Hence we should place the cameras at strategic positions such that each of the cameras
guards a large part of the gallery. This gives rise to what-so-called Art Gallery Problem.



• Let’s now define the art gallery problem
more precisely, the notion of gallery can be
formalized as follows;

– A gallery is a 3-dimensional space,
however its floor plan gives us enough
information to place the cameras,
hence we can model a gallery as a
polygonal region in the 2-dimensional
space.

• Most computational geometry algorithms perform their work on geometric objects
known as polygons. Polygons are considered to be a convenient way to represent many
real-world objects, however polygons can rather be complicated such that they are needed
to be composed of simpler components, this leads to the topic of this section:
partitioning polygons.

• In the following we will formalize the definition of a polygon, specifying which types of
polygon we will deal with. Intuitively, we will restrict ourselves with polygonal regions
which have no holes.



Polygon Definition



A more formal definition can be given as follows,



We will use the convention of listing
the vertices of a polygon in a
counterclockwise order such that if you
walked along the boundary of the
polygon visiting the vertices in that
order, the interior of the polygon
would be always to your left.

Examples of non-simple polygons, where adjacent
segments share a common point, however non-adjacent
segments intersect



Visibility

It is time now to define the notion of  
visibility.



x

y
Point x can see point y since the line segment 
joining these two points is totally enclosed in the 
interior region of  the polygon.



How many 
Cameras/Guards?!!



• How many cameras/guards do we need
to guard a simple polygon?

• This mainly depends on the polygon at
hand, since the more complex the
polygon is , the more cameras/guards
required.

• However we can express the lower and
upper bounds on the number of cameras
in terms of the number of vertices of
the polygon, i.e. . It is important to note
that even if we have two polygons with
the same number of vertices, one might
be easier to guard than the other.

• A convex polygon for instance can be
guarded with one camera.

Two polygons with the same number of
vertices, however the one on the top needs at
least two cameras to be guarded since it is
non-convex polygon while the one on the
bottom needs only one camera because it is a
convex polygon



a

b
The closed segment ab is not a
diagonal since it makes a grazing
contact with the boundary





• Triangulations are usually not unique, i.e. a given polygon can have more than
one triangulations, this is because diagonals may be added in an arbitrary
order, as long as they are legal diagonals and non-crossing.

Simple polygon and one of  its possible triangulations





Convex vertex (turn left)

reflex vertex
(turn right)
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The rightmost lowest vertex must be strictly convex.
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The proof  still holds even if  we turned the polygon upside down.

This proof  can be used to construct an efficient test for the orientation of  a polygon.
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b

Let v be a strictly convex vertex. Let a and b the vertices adjacent (neighbor) to v. Here
the segment joining a and b constructs a diagonal, hence the Lemma holds.
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The segment joining a and b intersects the
boundary of the polygon, hence the triangle avb
contains at least one vertex of the polygon, let x be
the closest vertex to v, hence vx must be a diagonal







Cameras/Guards Locations !!!



• Theorem 2 implies that any simple polygon with n vertices can be guarded
with n-2 cameras, however it didn’t answer the question where to put these
cameras.

• If we place a camera on a diagonal, such camera would be able to guard two
triangles, hence by placing the cameras on well-chosen diagonal we might be
able to reduce the number of cameras to roughly n/2.

• However placing cameras at polygon vertices seems to be much better
because a vertex can belong to more than one triangle, and since a camera has
2π visibility, it can guard all these triangles.

• This gives rise to the following scheme:
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3-coloring of a simple polygon with 19 vertices it can be
guarded by 6 cameras either place at the red or blue vertices
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Example of  an ear which 
corresponds to a leaf  node in the 
dual graph of  polygon 
triangulation







Area of  Polygon

In this section we will discuss one of the basic tools,
area of a given polygon, which we will be
extensively used to determine intersection between
line segments, quantify visibility relations and
ultimately lead to a triangulation algorithm.



Area of  a Triangle



A 

B
θ

|A x B|

A x B
The magnitude of the cross
product of two vectors is the
area of the parallelogram they
determine







Area of  a Convex Polygon



• Now that we have an expression for
the area of a triangle, it is easy to find
the area of any polygon by first
triangulating it, and then summing the
triangle areas.

• However it would be easier if we can
avoid this complicated step to just
compute the area of a polygon.

• Let's first consider convex polygons
where triangulation is a trivial task.

• Every convex polygon may be
triangulated as a "fan," with all
diagonals share a common vertex
which is denoted by the fan center, any
vertex in a convex polygon can serve as
the fan center.
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A convex polygon can be triangulated as a
fan with all diagonals share a common
vertex known as the fan center



Area of  a Convex Quadrilateral
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Two possible triangulations of  a convex quadrilateral





Area of  a Non-convex 
Quadrilateral
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Triangulation of  a non-convex quadrilateral



Area of  Non-convex Polygon

In this subsection, we will formalize our
observations to obtain the area of a general non-
convex polygons. Let us first derive a general form
of summing the areas of the triangles in a given
triangulation using areas based on an arbitrary, may
be external, point p.
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p

Counterclockwise
direction

Consider a triangle whose vertices are order in counterclockwise orientation,
the area of the triangle can be obtained used an arbitrary point p which can
lie outside that triangle.
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Counterclockwise
direction

Considering another location for the external point p
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Counterclockwise
direction



Proof  left as homework .. L



Segment Intersection

We still have one further step to be able to
develop an algorithm to triangulate a given
polygon, in this subsection we will discuss
how can we detect an intersection between
two given segments.



Diagonals





Problems with Slopes



The Left Predicate

Checking whether two segments intersect can be
established by determining whether or not a point is to
the left of a directed line.

This is called the Left predicate, in the next subsection
we will discuss how to use such predicate to check for
segment intersection, here we will concentrate on the
Left predicate itself.
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c is on the left of  the directed line ab since 
the triangle abc forms a counterclockwise 
circuit, hence it has a positive area, so as 
the point c’ while d is not on the left (on 
the right) of  the directed line ab since the 
triangle abd forms a clockwise circuit, 
hence its area is negative



Intersection Detection
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L2

L2

L1

(a)

(b)

Two segments intersect (a) if and
only if their endpoints are split by
their determined lines, (b) both
pair of endpoints must be split



• Now we should deal with the special case
of improper intersection between two
segments, this occurs when an endpoint
of one segment lies somewhere on the
other segment, this can only happen if
there points are collinear, however
collinearity is not a sufficient condition.

(a)

(b)

• Hence what we need is to decide if an endpoint of a segment lies between the endpoints of
the other segment.

• We would like to compute the "betweenness" predicate without using slopes.

• If the point c is known to be collinear with a and b, the betweenness check can proceed as
follows;

– If ab is not vertical, then c lies on ab if and only if the x coordinate of c falls in the
interval determined by the x coordinates of a and b. If ab is vertical, then a similar
check on y coordinates determines betweenness.

To check for improper intersection between two
segments where an endpoint of one segment lies
somewhere on the other segment, collinearity is not a
sufficient condition, in (a) and (b) a,c,b are collinear
however (a) has improper intersection while (b) not.



Segment Intersection

• Now, we can determine whether two segments intersect or not
using the following condition:



Triangulation



Finding a Diagonal



InCone – Interior/Exterior 
Diagonal

It is time now to distinguish between internal and
exterior diagonals, and at the same time handle the
case when one or more polygon edges are incident
to the diagonal endpoints (improper intersection).
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Polygon interior
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Polygon interior
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a neighborhood 
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Triangulation by Ear Removal

We are now ready to outline an algorithm for polygon
triangulation. One possible method is to mimic the proof
of the triangulation theorem: Find a diagonal, cut the
polygon into two pieces and do the same for each piece
till we end up with bunch of triangles.
Such method is called diagonal-based algorithm, however this
method results in rather inefficient code.
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Thank You


